Tsunami Disaster in Sri Lanka on 26th December, 2004
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Hon. President appointed three apex task forces to spearhead the revival of the tsunami-hit nation:

- **Rescue and Relief (TAFRER)**

- **Task Force to Rebuild the Nation (TAFRENN)**

- **Task Force for Logistics, Law and Order (TAFLOL)**
DIFFERENT WALKS

DIFFERENT TALKS
DIALOGUE
PROPOSED ACTION PLAN
FOR
RECONSTRUCTION OF TSUNAMI AFFECTED AREAS
BY
“COMBINED PROFESSIONAL OPERATION”
(CPO)
IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM (summary)
Main Objectives of three months crash program

- Combined all national level public and private expertise to one umbrella. (CPO)
- To attend urgent rehabilitation works in well organized manner
- Develop the framework and new design guidelines for master plan
- Prepare a redevelopment master plan
- Transfer findings and handover the implementation of projects to proposed tsunami rehabilitation authority.
Provision of Logistics And Supporting Administrative Body

Combined Professional Operation Body (CPO)

External Expertise

Appoint Technical task force action committee

Preparatory Works
- Surveys
- Collecting of already available Data and information for master Plans Study
- Establishment regional CPO Offices
- Preliminary meetings with national expert by action committee.

Identification of land for Housing (As a urgent need) by regional CPO Centers with local Authorities.

Arriving at a Basic Frame Work of the Master Plan for the separates regions (Review of Existing Proposals)
Through a one day symposium to be organized with the experts in the fields Of Urban Planning, Transportation, Micro Economy, Archeology, Environment, Geology, Sociology Service Engineering and etc. and above revives

Preparation of regional master Plans on the basis of the frame work. formed related above. CPO regional Offices will be carryout this work with consultation of main CPO Office.

Forming of New Tsunami Rehabilitation Authority
Take over the identified projects and improve the master plan and Implement With public, private and foreign involvement.
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Combined Professional Operation
About professional action committee

- Maximum number should be limited to 12 (efficiency of a committee $1/n$, $n$ is number of members)
- Committee members should be compromised of following sectors or these sectors should be extensively consulted.
  - Engineering sector
  - Architectural sector
  - Town and country planning sector
  - National planning department
  - Environmental sector
  - Sociologic sector
  - Resettlement sector
  - Tourism sector
  - Fisheries sector
  - Educational sector
  - Archeology sector
  - agriculture
  - Etc.

- dedicated, results oriented ability to listen professional should be selected to the committee.
- Very high level experts should be used as advisers.
Global Assistance in this hour is highly appreciated

Thank you